the basics

the BCUM

UPC library that serves the Manresa University Campus

8.30 h to 20.30 h

broader for exams period

bibliotecana.upc.edu/bcum

digital card

bring your loan card in your mobile with app UPC or app ULife

contact

whatsapp: 646 67 08 44
+34 93 877 72 21
biblioteca.bcum@upc.edu

the essentials

search books

with DiscoveryUPC the browser for books, articles, journals and TFG in paper or digital

discovery.upc.edu

use the loan service

20 books for 14/30 days

24 hour outdoor return box

my account

check your loans and reserved documents

renew them until 6 times

my account

use the loan service

20 books for 14/30 days

24 hour outdoor return box

my account

check your loans and reserved documents

renew them until 6 times

search books

with DiscoveryUPC the browser for books, articles, journals and TFG in paper or digital
discovery.upc.edu

use the loan service

20 books for 14/30 days

24 hour outdoor return box

my account

check your loans and reserved documents

renew them until 6 times

sing in DiscoveryUPC
to get the full text, reserve books and manage my account

reserve a room

5 group work rooms for 3 hours

with board, TV

apps.bibliotecana.upc.edu/reserva_sales

ebooks

access books and papers with the eBIB button

bibliotecana.upc.edu/ebib

wifi

connect to the eduroam network

goo.gl/o3UKDQ

the most important

Av. Bases de Manresa, 7-11
Manresa, Tel. 938777221